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Details

This mock up is for the purpose of proofing general placement, color and sizing. 
Please carefully review this mock up for all proper spelling, general content,  
general colors, general placement, and any other pertinent information.

Your art will need to be recreated for the decoration process.  Please double check 
all spelling, all numerals, all logos for accuracy.  We are not responsible for errors 
or omissions after your art is approved.

Next Level Ladies 4.3 Ounce Tri-
Blend Racerback Tank
Vintage Navy

Full front at 11” wide
5 Colors
Underbase
Red
White
Gold
Black

Full back at 11” wide

3 Colors
Underbase
Red
Gold
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Details

This mock up is for the purpose of proofing general placement, color and sizing. 
Please carefully review this mock up for all proper spelling, general content,  
general colors, general placement, and any other pertinent information.

Your art will need to be recreated for the decoration process.  Please double check 
all spelling, all numerals, all logos for accuracy.  We are not responsible for errors 
or omissions after your art is approved.

Next Level Men’s 4.3 Ounce Tri-
Blend Crewneck T-shirt
Vintage Navy

Full front at 11” wide
5 Colors
Underbase
Red
White
Gold
Black

Full back at 11” wide

3 Colors
Underbase
Red
Gold
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Details

This mock up is for the purpose of proofing general placement, color and sizing. 
Please carefully review this mock up for all proper spelling, general content,  
general colors, general placement, and any other pertinent information.

Your art will need to be recreated for the decoration process.  Please double check 
all spelling, all numerals, all logos for accuracy.  We are not responsible for errors 
or omissions after your art is approved.

Next Level Ladies 4.3 Ounce Tri-
Blend Crewneck T-shirt
Vintage Navy

Full front at 11” wide
5 Colors
Underbase
Red
White
Gold
Black

Full back at 11” wide

3 Colors
Underbase
Red
Gold
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Details

This mock up is for the purpose of proofing general placement, color and sizing. 
Please carefully review this mock up for all proper spelling, general content,  
general colors, general placement, and any other pertinent information.

Your art will need to be recreated for the decoration process.  Please double check 
all spelling, all numerals, all logos for accuracy.  We are not responsible for errors 
or omissions after your art is approved.

Next Level Men’s 4.3 Ounce Tri-
Blend Crewneck T-shirt
Vintage Navy

Full front at 11” wide
5 Colors
Underbase
Red
White
Gold
Black

Full back at 11” wide

3 Colors
Underbase
Black
Medium Grey
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Details

This mock up is for the purpose of proofing general placement, color and sizing. 
Please carefully review this mock up for all proper spelling, general content,  
general colors, general placement, and any other pertinent information.

Your art will need to be recreated for the decoration process.  Please double check 
all spelling, all numerals, all logos for accuracy.  We are not responsible for errors 
or omissions after your art is approved.

Next Level Ladies 4.3 Ounce Tri-
Blend Crewneck T-shirt
Vintage Navy

Full front at 11” wide
5 Colors
Underbase
Red
White
Gold
Black

Full back at 11” wide

3 Colors
Underbase
Black
Medium Grey


